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TEXTBOOKS 101 ·- Learning the Textbook Lingo
The following is a list of key textbook terms which will be of help to you when purchasing or selling back your textbooks.

BOOK LIST -a form, filled out by an instructor, supplied to the bookstore containing information about the
textbook(s) to be used for the class.
CLERK SERVICE -a bookstore clerk will take your schedule and physically get the correct books for you, like at
Stadium Bookstore.
SELF SERVICE -you wander around and get your own books.
SUBJECT & COURSE NUMBER · because there may be several classes covering the same subject (and possibly
at different levels), knowing your subject and course number is a big help to bookstore personnel, for example: Math

120.
SECTION NUMBER - different instructors teach at different times and use different books, the section number is
what tells us what book you will be needing. It is a three digit number, starting with a 1 for the Fall semester.
SALES SLIP · a form given to you when you receive your books. This form contains the store's return policy and a
list of the books you bought. This form is needed if you return a textbook. NO SALES SLIP AND RECEIPT WILL
RESULT IN NO REFUND.
'
SALES RECEIPT(S) - all receipts given to you at the check-out. i.e. a register receipt, a charge card receipt, etc.
ALL RECEIPTS MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR SALES SLIP FOR A REFUND.
BUYBACK-after the last date on y6ur sales slip for a full refund the bookstore will offer cash for a book you no
longer need. The amount offered is the wholesale value for the text.
HALF- PRICE BUY at the beginning and end of each semester, and between summer terms, the bookstore will
pay half of the new price of a textbook that the store needs on their shelf to resell. Keep in mind that the bookstore
must have a list from the professor, and the limit of books needed must not be met. This type of buy lasts a limited
time, all other times books may be sold back at the wholesale price.
WHOLESALE VALUE

a national value set for a textbook, averaging about 25% of the NEW price of the book.

NO VALUL a book is either an old edition, or there are too many in circulation for the book to have a value at that
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Norlhcott demolition mMes way for lbrary
by TONYA STOWERS
reporter

Students attending classes this summer, and those registered for fall of
1996, are going to see some significant
changes on campus.
The new library which is expected to
improve the economic, social and cultural status of the entire Huntington
area, is on its way.
The library/information center will
not only serve the university students,
faculty and staff, but wjll provide the
residents of Huntington access to information through the Internet and
other information resources.
With -this new addition to the
Marshall University campus, comes
construction, alternative routes to
classes, and less parking.
The first step is the demolition of
Northcott Hall, which began Monday.
Before the building could be destroyed,
however, some final telephone splicing
had to be completed. Mike Meadows,
director of facility planning and management, said telephone lines for Corbly
and the Student Center were located in
the basement of Northcott and had to

MSC begins
renovations
by TONYA STOWERS
reporter

Students will not only be
watching the development of a
new library on Marshall's campus, they will also be seeing
many changes to the Memorial
Student Center.
Ray Welty, Director of
Auxillary Services, said that
students and faculty can expect
to see several different projects
developing in the building.
"Since there is only so much
money, the construction will
occur in order of priority," said
Welty.
A new roof is now being put
on the building, and four airconditioning units are being
replaced. However, construction has been slow because of
recent weather.
The next project for the building is the addition to the bookstore located on the first floor.
Seven thousand square feet will
be added for new retail merchandise.
All the books from the basement will be moved to the first
floor, and that space will be
used as stor age.
Welty also said there will be
renovations to the existing book. store. These renovation s will
combine the addition and old
bookstore.
Also, students who enjoy
bowling in their free time can
· expect to see renovations of the
eight bowling lanes located in
the basement. Welty said many
improvements will be made to
the lanes and to restore the appearance of the facility.
Welty said if funds last, a
freight elevator will be installed
to help employees transport
boxes of books more easily.
Welty said the arcbit.ec:ts are
currently working on the development phases.
After revisions and recommendations are finalized, a bid

document will be iatn.ied and a
:

date for ground breaking will
be set.
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~
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be properly r e-r outed.
Meadows also said the parking lot
directly behind the Memorial Student
Center will be closed the beginning of
July and will not be available until the
completion of the library.
The construction of the library is
expected to take 18 to 24 months, according to Meadows.
Officials at the parking office estimate that students will be losing approximately 58-60 meter parking
spaces, and nine spaces designated for
visitors.
Frank Justice, executive director of
development, said although the
weather has been a direct result of
many delays, financially the project is
coming along well.
"The library is a 22 million dollar
project. Ten million is being supplied
from State Bonds, five million is from
Federal Grant Programs, and seven
million is being depended on from private money and pledges," Justice said.
"We already have over five of the seven
million needed in cash."
Ground breaking for the new library
is expected to be in July or August of
this year.

[f

rick haye

Large equipment clawed at Northcott Hall Monday as demolition of
the 81 -year-old building began. Dedicated in 1915, Northcott served
as the Marshall College science hall for about 35 years and was the
second oldest building on campus. Construction on the new library/
information center will begin later t his summer and is expected to
last 18-24 months.
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WHERE YOU CAN ...... Help save lives by donating
your plasma!
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---..
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AND NOW
WHERE YOU CAN ...... Relax in comfortable contour chairs
while donating
.......Watch the latest movies on video
while donating
.. ..... Enjoy bright, clean new surroundings

COME AND SEE HOW WE'VE CHANGEDII
More room, more staff, new fees

AND NOW

We're closer to you
551 21st STREET (Behind Subway)
529-0028
NEW FACILITY OPENING JUNE 17; 1996
Don't have time to donate today?
Stop in for a tour
we know you'll be impressed/
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Gilley looks to future of MU and year 2000
by JENNIFER HALE
managing editor

Dr. J. (James) Wade Gilley,
president of Marshall, has
worn the same tie since September.
H e also calls himself a
"Trekkie."
Ending his fifth year at Marshall, the 57-year-old from
Fries, Va., said h e has just
signed on for another five-year
contract beginning July l.
But what exactly does the
president of Marshall do?
"The president attends a lot
of meetings, sees a lot of students, and goes to a lot of faculty meetings," Gilley said.
"Eighty hours a week of working without many perks."
(}illey said his job is actually
a life-style. '1ttotallyconsumes
me and my wife."
He and his wife of 35 years,
Nan, who is a volunteer with
various university projects, live
::t ~ ~ USED
--.., •~~ SAVES

-~':-~~

~~

this life-style in a large house
used by Marshall presidents
and funded by the university.
"It's a big house. I am glad I
don't have to pay the heat and
air conditioning bills," Gilley
said.
The couple live upstairs of
the four storyhome, Gilley said,
because the first floor is more
formal and furnished with antiques given to the university.
He said the house has 24 rooms,
not counting the basement.
The couple has two children.
His daughter, Cheryl, is an attorney in Reston, Va: His son,
Wade Jr., 25, graduated from
Marshall last December and is
enrolled in West Virginia
Graduate College.
But what does Gilley do in
his spare time?
"I bike about 30 miles per
week, play golf, and run around
with my son," he said. "We're
best friends. We do a lot of
things together ,but he is a

''I

think Marshall is forming a national reputation,

think we are on the verge of being recognized nationally
for the quality of education in a university of our type

GILLEY

and size."
better athlete than me."
Gilley said h e reads eight
newspaper s a day and two or
three books per month, mainly
about technology. He said he
has written six books and is
currently working on one about
higher education in the 21st
century. And he still fmds time
to watch some television.
"I do watch some TV. I watch
a lot of news programs, talk
programs, Star Trek the Next
Generation," Gilley said. "I

h ave all those episodes memorized. And I watch Star Trek
Voyager . I am kind ofa Trekkie.
I've watched all of the original
episodes."
But Gilley's "intense schedule" leaves- little spare time.
"We are benefiting from long
range strategic planning,
sound financial management,
and are r esponsible for millions in gifts for the library,"
Gilley said. "We still have to
raise another $7 million in pri-
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M _.
"Between 1992 and the year
2000, we will have spent $50
;;i
million on computers, fibergi:1
optic networks and techno1ogillS~
cal facilities," Gilley said. "We
are retooling the community
college for job training. I think
-M we have a lot of challenges
ahead ofus."
Gilley has some advice for
the class of 2000.
"Don't get behind early. The
academic world seems to start
slow and then, all of a sudden,
tests. Get a little start on the
academics and then you will be
better off in the end," he said.
"Pick out a professor you think
is good and get to know that
professor."
Gilley said Marshall is a special place.
"It has enormous untapped,
unexplored potential and is
ready to burst on the national
scene," he said.
Gilley said he is happy at
Marshall and here in Huntington.
"Huntington is a smaller
town with the amenities of a
larger city," he said.
Gilley and his wife have just
purchased a house in Hunting:
ton and may retire here.
"Unless they run us off or
something," he said.
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vate funds, and I am still wearing
my
library
tie."
Gilley said he has worn the
same tie since September 16.
The tie has a navy blue background and shows books lined
up on a bookshelf.
"It's a library tie until get the
money r aised for the new library," he said.
A new library is not the only
project implemented in Gilley's
five year term.
"We have broken ground on
the $30 million medical facility
next to Cabell Huntington Hospital. The university is much
moreactiveinHuntingtonand
Charleston's economic development," Gilley said. "And we
are looking forward in 1997 to
move the athletic to the MidAmerican Conference."
With the West Virginia
Graduate College combining
~ith Marshall's graduate program, Gilley said the merge
will complete a major graduate
center in the country. He said
the college will have 6,000 students, 450 faculty and 50 programs.
Gilley also has plans for the
future of Marshall.
•
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Residence_hall offers freedom and security
by CHRISTY KNICELEY
news editor

What about...
Guests?
McClennen said all
guests must be signed in
and leave a picture ID
at the front desk of the
building. Visitation lasts
from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. on
Monday through Thursday. Weekend visitation
lasts ·trom 11 a.m. Friday
to 11 p.m. Sunday.

Quiet Hours?
Nine p.m. has been designated as a quiet, or"courtesy," hour for each hall.
However, some buildings
have quiet floors with allday quiet hours.

Smoking?

If home is where you hang
your hat, then approximately
1,800 students call the six residence halls on campus "home."
~ Molly McClennen, residence
hall coordinator, said a support system is in place, made
upofresidentadvisersandresident directors, for any need a
stuqent may have.
"We try to let students know
that we are there to help them
out any way we can. Even ifit
is something little, like how to
get to the movie theater or
where the best place to eat is,"
McClennen said.
There is one resident adviser
for about every 30 students.
One or two RA.s live on each
floor, depending on the hall.
Six resident directors supervise the resident advisers, one
in each building.
McClennen said new students should introduce them-

''T

he rules are not in place to make
students unhappy. Any time you have this
many people living in a close area, you need
rules for security and courtesy reasons."
- Molly McC/ennen
residence hall coordinator

selves to their RA. and RD. as
soon as they move in. "Don't be
afraid to ask for help about
anything."
Students should contact and
get to know their roommate
before moving day, McClennen
said. She also said it takes
time for roommates to adjust
to their new living arrangements. "Don't expect everything to be perfect right off.
Even if it is your best friend
from high school, it can still be
hard."
When moving day comes,
McClennen' recommends that

McClennen said no
smoking is allowed in
common areas, but residents may smoke on some
floors with theirdoors shut.

. . .. .

~--===:.-.-❖

students bring less then they
think they need. "I would
rather a student bring less
things and then go home on a
weekend to get more then bring
too much and find they can't
store it all and have to send
things back home," McClennen
said.
Living in the residence halls
also means learning the rules.
"The rules are not in place to
make students unhappy. Any
time you have this many people
living in a close area you need
rules for security and courtesy
reasons," McClennen said.
.~:

-~

One simple thing that will
cut a students' chances ofhaving things taken from their
rooms is always locking the
door and carrying the key with
them.
"'Most things are stolen when
someone has gone off and left
their door wide.., open,"
McClennen said.
Twin Towers West and
Buskirk Hall have female
housing, Hodges Hall and Twin
Towers East are male halls.
Laidley Hall and Holderby
Hall have both male and female
housing.
A few changes have been
made for the fall. One change
is the top two floors ofHolderby
Hall will be "Deluxe Singles"
for females.
The sixth floor ofTwin Towers East will be a "Wellness
Floor." "This floor will be
dedicated to residents who -.
don't want tobacco use or
people comingin drunk at night
on their floor," McClennen said.

•~

'MARSHALL
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

Pets?
Ttie on!y pets allowed in
the~encehallsarefish.

'

Memorial Stud€nt Center

Summer Hours:

Monday-Fri~ay 8:00-5:00
Saturday & Sunday Closed

Fall Hours:

8:00-6:30
8:00-5:00
10:00-5:00
Sunday
Closed
Extended hours on School Opening Weekend

Location:

Textbook Department is located in_
Memorial Student Center-Lower Level.

Warcotics?
University policy prohibits any narcotics on campus.
*Occasionally we do ·
catch people with drugs.
The MUPD is very cooperative and very good
about staying on top of that
," McClennen said. "But it
is not a big problem at all.
The residents pretty much
know not to do it in the
halls and that they are
going to get caught. So if
they are going to do it, they
take it off campus."

Trade Book Department, Marshall Wear and
General Merchandise is located on the
Memorial Student Center- Main Level

Computers?
Computer labs are
available in each hall.
Rooms in Twin Towers
West and Buskirk are
equipt with access to the
Internet. A few rooms in
Twin Towers East also
have Internet access.

Cable?
Cable television is
available in the rooms of
each resident hall.

Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Phone:

304-6%-3622
Textbook Office
304-696-2461
Textbook Service Desk 304-696-6351
Trade/Medical Books 304-696-2460
Clothing/ Supplies
304-6%-2541
Toll Free
800-547-1262
Main Office

.....

,.
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Student body president urges
students to get involved early
by CHRIS JOHNSON
editor

just sits and ?trgues with each
other and we do have power, I
think they will be interested.
With this year being an elecWe have a $60,000 a year
tion year, it might be easy to budget to allocate back to the
grow tired of government and students. We have say in evpolitics.
erything students do, ranging
Student body president from homecoming to grade apNawar N. Shora said lre hopes peals. We have seats on every
that isn't the case here on cam- faculty committee meeting and
pus. The senior from Hunting- every presidental advisor
ton said he hopes students will board. If you want to make a
get involved withe the Student difference at Marshall, SGA is
Government Association or at the place to be."
least stop by and talk with the
The most common position
organization that 'works with in SGA is a sen ator . A senator
students and fight s for stu- r epresents an individual coldents.'
lege and the number of sen a''We are t rying to get people tor s that represent a particuinterested in SGA," Shora said. lar college depends on the size
"Once students r ealize th at of the college.
SGA isn't just an entity that
So h ow does one get involved

''W

e have a $60,000 a year budget to allocate back to the

students. We have say in everything students do, ranging from

homecoming to grade appeals. We have seats on every faculty
committee meeting and every presidental advisor board. If you
want to make a difference at Marshall, SGA is the place to be."

-Na war Shora
student body president
with SGA? Shor;i said since
you can't run for office until
you h ave completed 12 h ours
the quick est way to be involved
is to become a sen ate associ at e.
"B~ically what a sen at e as-

sociate is the right h and man
ofa senator ," Shor a said. "You
get t o go to committee meet ings with them. It's a good way
to learn the r opes.
_In my administration I would

MORE
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Giant Party Subs and Sub Plalm'S All se.wll wUb your cboiu of:

Giant Party Subs ,,,ay be ordered ht nus 3 feet or longer! .Eacb
delidousfool se,ws 3 to 4 ~ople. Our si,«lalty subs·w1u be tbe btgbligbt ofyour nutparty! All ofour cold sandwich "'en" sel«tions are
a1JOilable a.s gl"nt party n,bs.
, ,
'
Some of our ,,.os, popular choices are Cold Cut Combo, BMT and
Club. Giant Party Subs 1"ay be ortk:red ,#tb one day's notice.

Surp~ourg;..u_e_sts.._._____...._.--....

•

Sub
Party Platter

3Feet
4Feet
5Feet
6Feet

$29.97
$39.96
$49.95
$59.94

• VIHEATor ITAi.IAN BREAD

• SALT

•
•
•
•
•

• PEPPER
• OIL
O..R~qwd:

AMERICAN CHEESE
ONIONS
LE1TUCE
TOMATOES
GREEN PEPPERS

... ,,..,_,

• MUSTARD

..

• MAfONNAISE

• DIU PICKLES

• HOT PEPPERS

• BU.CIC OUVES

• VINEGAR

For Group Disco1111I mul Ddfrery of "''J' l'mty />latter.
. Gia11t Pmty .'ittl,. l.ttrg,• ortft-n:

Ca/1111

Stadium Subway - 2055 5th Ave.
522-2345
Mon. -

n,_10 a• • 2 ""'

Fr. • Sot. 10 - · 3:30 S11n. 11 a•-12 aM

$1.35 per portion /minumum 12 portions

Sandwich platters are custom made to se,w 6 or •ore people. Eacb
person can eat approximately 1 or 2 portio,u.. Ourfresh planers are
a1JOilable In any combination of111enu ite111s you cboosel

Downtown Subway - 15013rd Ave.
523-7827
Mon.-11,. 10 OM • 12 Fr. - Sal. 10 - • 3:30 S1111. 11 a•• 12-

Remember to give advance noticefor large orders.

HOT SUBS~~•·-'"
ADD BACON only for
For DOUBLE MEAT add

STEAK & CHEESE~ _ _2.49 3.99
MEATBAL....___ _ _ _l.89 3.39
B.M.T.(H_ _ _..., ,.,,...-......,.1
GRILLED
CffiCKEN_ _ 2.89 4.99
2.49 3.99
PIZZA SUB _ _ _ _ _ _.29 3.49
SUBWAY CLUB,._...,_,....,.__> 2.69 4.39
SUBWAY MELT
2.89 4.99
COLD CUT COMB0~!:;".!:"·1.69 2.99
TURKEY & HAM_ _ _ 2.49 3.99
DELI STYLE SANDWICHES
VEGGIES & CHEES_E_~l.49 2.79
JR. JUMBO
TUNA _ _ _ _ __ _ 2.49 3.99 TURKEY_ _ __ _ _.,.49 3.49
ROAST BEEF
1.49 3.49
SEAFOOD & CRAB_ __2.89 4.99
HAM
1-29 3.29
BL..___ _ _ _ __ _ _ 2.59 3.69
BOLOGNA
.99 2.49
TURKEY BREAST
. ..__ _ 2.49 3.99 TUNA
1.39 3.49
.59 3.89
HAM & CHEESE
_ __ _ 2.29 3.59 SEAFOOD
PEPPERONI
.19 3.29
ROAST BEE_F_ __ _ 2.49 3.99
CHEESE
.79
ADD BACON
ADD BACON
.50
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Kid's Pack

-

4" Round Sandwich Cookie Drink and Toy

SALADS f-·"dFor DOUBLE MEAT add

1.00

VEGGIES & CHEESE_ _ _ l.89
TUNA _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2.89
SEAFOOD & CRAB_ _ _ _3.49
TURKEY BREAST
2.89
B.M.T~ _ _ _ _ _ __ 2.89
SUBWAY CLUB___
3.29
GRILLED CHICKEN_3.49
HAM SALAD
2.89
RB SALAD'--_ _ _ _ _ _ 2.99
TURKEY/HAMSALAD_ _ _ 2.89
COMBO SALAD<---_ _ _ _ 2.19
DRESSINGS Rcdua.-d C•loric. Ranch. Fn:nch &. Italian. Regular. Ranch

llfMKIWi ¥t~J }ti1=iJ•
11

SOFT DRINKS

1

.79

.89 1.09

Pepsi.Diet Pepsi,Dr Pepper, Mt. Dew. Lemonade

CHIPS_ __ _ _ _ _ .75
COOKIES .39 ea 3 for $1 6 for 1.99 12 for 3.79
SACK OF SUBS PLAHERS GIANT SUBS
Ideal for paties Ask for details

like to see associates play a
bigger r ole. I would like them
to do mor e work and get enthusiastic about becoming a senator or pursuing another ~ffice."
Sh ora said his role as student body president consists of
leading SGA and representing
students.
"I get a lot of information
from administration and pass
it along to the rest of SGA. If
there is one person who is supposed to represent all of
Marshall's students, it is supposed to be me."
The responsibility ofbeing a
voice for students is why he
said he would like to ·see the
elections get more popular because when students elect
president and vice-pr esident
they are electingpeople to repr esent t hem in everything.
"If students realized the
power behind student government, they would be in awe of
it. Not only would more people
vote but m or e people would run
for a position."
He said he ,and his vice-president, Jamie Ross have rriet with
Univer sity President J.Wade
Gilley and Director of Awciliary Affairs Ray Welty to stay
informed with t h e progress of
r enovation s at the Memorial
Student Cen te~, because it
seems to be a big concern of
many students.
Shora said he received some
infor mation from Welty that
ther e are plans to add a ChicFillet and Taco Bell to the student center in the near future.
The bu dget dosen't allow for
the construction of the two restau rants until other rennovation s are complete.
Shora also said he is still
planning to h ave t he faculty
evaluations ready some time
this fall. "If I accomplish one
thing this year, I want to get
the faculty evaluations out."
Shora said he hopes the
incoming freshman realize the
importance of student government and if they don't get involved at least come to talk to
him one-on-one. "Our doors are
always open and no one over
here bites."

_,
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Placement center gets a new name
by CHAISTY KNICELEY
news editor

There is a new sign hanging on the side of the building at Fifth Avenue and
17th Street.
Just in time for the class
of 2000 to arrive, the office
formerly known as the
Placement Center has
changed its name to the
Career Services Center.
Susan E. Wright, assistant director of the center,
said the new name better
reflects the mission statement of the center.
Wright also said the
name "CareerServices Center" emphasized the role of
career counseling, which is
offered free through the
center.
"Many students come
from high school with little
career counseling. They
may have decided on a ca-

-

''M

any students come from high school with little career

counseling. They may have decided on a career for the wrong
reasons. Some come to us with wasted hours, or even years, in
the wrong classes."
-Susan E. Wright
assistant director of the Career Services Center

reer for the wrong reasons.
Some come to us with wasted
hours, or even years, in the
wrong classes," Wright said.
The center has a computer
software program, called Discover, that can aid in identifying a student's interests and
aptitudes as well as serving as
a research database for information about job statistics, financial aid and career planning.
The assistant director said

she wants incoming students
to take advantage of career
counseling and the other services the center offers before
they become seniors searching
for a permanent job.
One of these services is a
federally funded 'stay-inschool' program.
The program helps search
the community for jobs that
students can take to help pay
for their education while getting hands-on experience.

Campus Christian Center
offers fun and fellowship

Wright cited jobs in babysitting, computer programming, retail at the mall, food
servicejobs and accountingjobs
during tax season as examples
of employment through the
program.
The center's most popular
service, according to Wright, is
free resume development and
printing. "We have resume
books and software with templates for resumes on the computers."

Job fairs are organized by
the center throughout the
year. These include a Nursing/Health Careers Fair,
Operation Native Talent,
Government/Sum-mer Jobs
Fair, Business Fair, and an
Educator Expo.
~
"We have two tentatively
scheduled fairs for the upcoming year in addition to
the others, a social services
fair and a journalism career
fair," Wright said.
Another addition for the
new year is a seminar on
networking.
"There is a huge 'hidden'
job market out there and we
want our students to have
the skills to tap into unadvertised jobs," Wright said .
More information about
the Career Services Center
or the programs offered by
the center is available by
calling the center at (304)
696-2370.

&'For a Dickens of a Good Time"

by CHRISTY KNICELEY
news editor

"Freefood,"ofboththephysical and spiritual nature, is offered through the Campus
Christian Center, according to
Church of Christ campus pastor Robin Weier.
Located between the Memorial Student Center and the
One Room Schoolhouse on Fifth
Avenue, the Campus Christian
Center houses seven denominations, Presbyterian, Church
ofChrist, Episcopal, American
Baptist, Southern Baptist,
United
M ethodist
and
Lutheran.
The center is described by
Weier as "a frie ndly place.
People can come and mingle
with each other and make new
friends in a non-threatening
environment.
"Here we have seven different denominations work-ing
together to provide fellow-ship
and meet the needs of college
students through retreats,

322 Tenth Street
HUNTINGTON WV,
304/522-2415
new things."

-Robin Weier
campus pastor

community service groups, (Episcopal), Baptist Campus
counseling and many other Ministry (American Baptist)
opportunities."
and Can;ipus Light (Church of
The Campus Christian Cen- Christ).
ter has a lounge area and study
For students who like to help
places for students who want plan events, Weier said, "There
to catch some T.V., do some are many opportunities for
studying or visit with friends students to be in leadership
between classes.
positions and help to reach
Weier also cited free crisis out to the campus and the comcounseling, the student food munity.
pantry and emergency funds
"This is a place to nurture
as services of the center.
Christian beliefs and a place
There are six student fellow- to come and learn new things.
ship groups, People Reaching We are open to everyone."
Out with Love (P.R.O.W.L.More information about the
Presbyterian), United Method- Campus Christian Center or
ist Students, Baptist Student any of the programs is availUnion (B.S.U.-Southern Bap- able by calling the center at
tist), Canterbury Fellowship (304) 696-2444.

Lorien Lea Denham.
Killed by a drunk driver on Good Friday, Mardi 29, 1991, al
College Park Drive and Hwy.19 North in Meridian.MISS.

If you don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
U.S ~ o l T , . , _ _

AT OLIVER'S WE
•Prepare Our Soups, Sauces, and
Dressings from Scratch
• Hand-Cut Our Steak~ and Hand Patty
Our Burgers
'·....
•Slow-Roast Our Prime Rib in
Special Ovens
• Use Canola Oil for Fried Foods
•Grind Our Own Gourmet &
Decaffeinated Coffees
•Smoke Our Own Barbeque
•Bake Homemade Quiche Daily
•Use Only Real Cheese and
Dairy Products
• Use Only Fresh·Idaho Potatoes
• Feature Fresh Specials Every Day
Including Fresh Seafood
• Offer Flexibility, Wherever Possible, in
Our Food to Cater to You
• We Proudly Serve
Premium House Liquors
FREE Parking in the Radisson Garage
with validation
Mon.-Thur. 11:30 A.M. -Mid Fri. & Sat.
11 :30 A.M. - 1:00 A.M.
Sun. 11 :30 A.M. - 10:00 P.M.
Happy Hour
4:30 P.M. - 6:30 P.M. Mon. - Fri.
•WE GLADLY ACCEPT CASH, AMERICAN
EXPRESS, MASTERCARD, VISA, DINERS CLUB,
AND DISCOVER

I

>

BUY - SELL - TRADE
PRE-OWNED CDs, TAPES, LPs
VIDEO GAMES and SPORTS CARDS
OVER 6000 CDs, 5500 CASSETIES
CDs STARTING AT $2 .
SELECTED CDs HALF-PRICE
POSTERS
- T-SHIRTS
.
- INCENSE
- ..-JEWELRY
- ...
.

.,,. .

" ,,

MORE MUSIC ON SALE
..

NEW RELEASES AS LOW AS
11.99 CD 7.99 TAPE
CASSETTE SINGLES
ONLY 2.99

I.

. DOWNTOWN HUNTINGTON:
1208 4th Avenue - (304) 523-0299
Mon - Sat: 11 to 7
Sunday 12 to 5
,,

TEAYS VALLEY:
Putnam Village Shopping Cntr.
(304) 757- 1644
Mon - Sat: 12 to 8

'

<

IMPORT
- POSTERS
.
STl;C ~E:RS - f:. SAIRTS
BODY JEWELRY
~

. 907 Fourth Avenue
Downtow·n Huntington
{304) 522-0228 (800) 753-3450
DavidMus@aol.com
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Old Main
Old Main is the oldest building on campus and is the only
one that dates back to the original Marshall Academy. Some
sections of the building were
built as early as 1870. Old Main
houses the Society of Yeager
Scholars, the -registrar's ,
-bursar's and admissions offices
as well as most other administrative offices. The focal point
of the university, Old Main is
also the home of several student services and offices, including the Graduate School,
financial aid, and·student affairs.
Smith Music Hall
Named for Evelyn Smith,
wife of former president
Stewart Smith, this building
houses the Department of Music, music library, the offices of
the marching band, symphonic
band and the choral union, in
addition to practice rooms and
an auditorium. It is the site of
most student recitals and some
musical productions.
Smith Hall
Named for former president
Stewart Smith, who was •at
Marshall from 1946 to 1968. It
is primarily a classroom building, but also contains several
departments including criminal justice, journalism, political science and art. The Birke
Art Gallery is located on the
first floor and serves as a showcase for student's artwork. A
computer center was recently
added to the second floor,
where students with a free computer account can type papers
or surf the Internet.
Communications Building
This is the home of WPBYTV Channel 33, the local public television station. The student-run radio station,
WMUL-FM 88.1, and the instructional television headquarters are also located in
this building.
·
James E. Morrow Library
The library is named for the
former principal lof Marshall
College, and was. dedicated
Jan. 31, 1931 and underwent a
$7 million renovation in 1963.
Now it contains over a million
books, an extensive collection
ofConfederate memorabilia, a
law library, and a media section. It also serves as a federal
depository for government
documents. A smaller version
of the Smith Hall computer
center was also ,a dded to the
library.
;
Science Building
The Science µupding was
recently renovate~, and now
most science lectures and labs
are conducted in this building.
,:;,acuity offices are also located
in this building.
Harris Hall
This building was named for
Dr. Avil Harris, who was the
first dean of the Graduate
School from 1948 to 1965. Several departments, including
classical studies, history, psychology, and religious studies
are located in this building.
Laidley Hall
Laidley Hall was built in
1937 and named for the patri-
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arch ofMarshall College, John the lower level of the building.
Laidley, a veteran of the War
· Hodges Hall
of 1812. It serves as a coed
Named for Thomas Hodges,
residence hall for upperclass- principal of Mai:shall College
men and honors students.
from 1888 to 1896. Hodges Hall
Buskirk Hall
divided the school into an
Theall-femaleresidencehall acedemic department and a
was named for the former deam regular school. It is an all-male
ofwomen, Lillian Buskirk. The residence hall.
building is equipped with elGold Building
evators and access ramps to
Th~ Gold Building, located
accomodatedisabledstudents. · between Hodges Hall and
Prichard Hall
Holderby Hall, once served as
The building was named for thelocationoftheH.E.L.P. cenLucy Prichard, a former pro- ter. Now it is office space.
fessor of classics. The UniverJenkins Hall
sity Computer Center, where
NamedforConfederateGen.
studentsmustgotosetuptheir Albert Gallatin Jenkins, the
free computer account, is in newly renovated building
this building.
serves as the home for the ColCommunity and Techncal lege of Education offices.
College
Holderby Hall
The CTC offers two-year asThis coed residence hall was
sociate degree programs and namedforJamesHolderby,one
shorter certificate of profi- of the founders of Marshall
ciency programs. The health Academy. It was from Holderby
Science Library is located on that the acre and a quarter of

land was purchased for $40.
This land is where Old Main is
located. The residence has a
cafeteria on its first floor.
Campus Christian Center
This building offers students
a variety of Christian organizations. Churches represented
with staff members are
Babtist, Church of Christ,
Episcopal, Lutheran, Methodist,
Presbyterian
and
SOuthern Babtist.
Memorial Student Center
The Memorial Student Center was named in tribute to
the 75 football players, coaches
and fans who died in the Nov.
17, 1970 plane crash outside of
Huntington. It replaced the
Shawkey Student Union. Student Government Association,
Greek Affairs and Campus Entertainment Unlimited have
offices in this building. Marco's
Coffeehouse is located in the
basement along with a bowl-

ing alley, pool tables and video
games. Pizza Hut, the student
center cafeteria and Sweet Sensations snack shop are on the
first floor.
CorblyHall
As universifr · president,
Lawerence Jugurtha Corbly
was the first to require
instructoirs to hav~ a baccalaureate degree. Un1er his guidance, Marshall offered two
years of college credit by 1912
and was a state-supported, fouryear college by 1920. It contains several department offices
including accounting, business,
economics, English, management and marketing. There is
also a large computer lab located on the third floor, and a
student writing center.
Northcott Hall
Named for Elliot Northcott,
the former chairman ofthe Public Service Comission. It was
dedicated in 1916 and is the

only building on camp,
cornerstone. Behind th
a time capsule that cont~
memorabilia. -It served f
science building on can
· now is in the proccess
torn down as the libra
built in Northcott's spa
Gullickson H~
This building is name
"Swede" Gullickson, a
education teacher at
duringthe!l930s. Gullic
contains severalgymnai
military science class1
well as the ROTC prog
new Marshall Health
ness Cente.r is located o
ond floor of the buildin
Cam Henderson (
Named for Eli Camd
Henderson, the athlet
was completed i1
Henderson developed
defense and the fast bre
ketball, and had a 358-l
in the nine years he coi
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1rslty Stadium

Ambulatory Care
Unit
The ambulatory care unit
provides emergency services
to students. It is located on
Hal Greer Blvd. next to Cabell
Huntington Hospital.

School of Medicine

-

oly building on campus with a
>merstone. Behind the stone is
timecapsulethatcontains 1900s
1emorabilla. It served as the first
=ience building on campus, and
ow is in the proccess of being
>m down as the library will be
uilt in Northcott's spot.
Gullickson Hall
This building is named for Ottq_
3wede" Gullickson, a physical
ducation teacher at Marshall
uring the1.930s. Gullickson Hall
mtainsseveralgymnasiums and
1ilitary science classrooms, as
rell as the ROTC program. The
ew Marshall Health and Fitess Center is located on the secnd floor of the building.
Cam Henderson Center
Named for Eli Camden "Cam"
[enderson, the athletic facility
ras completed in 1981.
[enderson developed the zone
efense and the fast break in bas.e tball, and had a 358-158 record
1 the nine years he coached MU
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basketball.
The building also contains a
fitness tenter, an Olympic-size
swimming pool, raquetball
courts and a weight room.
Sorrell Maintenance
Bulling Sorrell Annex
Named for Howard Sorrell,
known as ""Marshall's Key
Man", the Sorrell Maintenance
BJ.lilding and the Sorrell Annex houses equipment and supplies, as well as providing storage.
Twin Towers
These two residence halls
were built in the 1960s to accommodate the university's
growing enrollment. Males live
in Towers East, while females
live in Towers West. A cafeteriajoins the two halls. The two
buildings are among the tallest in Huntington.
Marshall Stadium and
Athletic Facilities
The Marshall Stadium,

which opened in 1991, has
been the location of three
NCAA-IAA football championship games, and its parking lot
serves for student parking on
non-game days. The stadium
is considered by many to be one
of the best in Division I-AA
football today.
Public Safety Building
and the Welcome Center
. The new Welcome Center is
scheduled to be completed by
this fall, and will serve as a
point of information for visitors to the campus .. The Public
Safety Building contains the
Department of Public Safety,
Marshall University Police Department, the mail room and
the university ambulance service.
Erickson Alumni Center
Home of the Alumni Affairs
Office, the building was bought
and renovated with a $325,000
gift from Charlie 0. Erickson,

a Parkersburg businessman.
He has donated money to five
other West Virginia schools for
the purchase ofalumni houses.
Placement Services
This building is located
across from the Campus Christian Center. The staff offers
career guidance and planning,
and employment assistance.
Fine and Performing Arts
Center
One of the newest additions
to the Marshall campus, the
Fine and Performing Arts Center is located across from the
student center on 5th Ave. It is
the home of the Joan C.
Edwards Playhouse, where
most theatrical productions are
presented.
Doctor's Memorial
Builing
On 6th Avenue, the Doctor's
Memorial center is the campus
home of the Marshall University School ofMedicine. Located

.

in this building is a medical
center and a pharmacy.
Myers Hall (New H.E.L.P.
Center)
Constructed through a private donation, the H.E.L.P .
Center is an institutionalized
tutorial program for learning
disabled 'students. Graduate
assistants help students with
with course work, study skills,
note-taking skills and oral test
taking.
Parking fl'ransportation
The parking office handles
such things as parking
tickets and permits. It is
located across 5th Ave. from
Holderby Hall.
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Variety is the spice _of area restaraunts
by JON ROGERS
reporter

Sooner or later (probably
sooner) the delights of dorm
food begin to pall and you'll
want t o seek out som e
alternatives . Luckily for you,
restaurants- as well a s
churches and bars-are
numerous. Most of the major
fast-food chains have outlets
near school.
On Fifth Avenue, a block or
two eas t of Marshall, are
McDonald's, Burger King,
Subway, Shoney's, Captain
D's, Wendy's and Pizza Jfut.
Furtherup5thAvenue isTaco
Bell and, further still, Rax
Roast Beef and Long John
Silver's. In the first two blocks
west of MU, on 3rd Avenue,
you'll find Hardee's, Arby's,
and an other Subway.
Pizza, that campus classic,
is widely r epresented by both
chains a nd local parlors,
virtually all of which accept
checks. Danielo's (522-6362),
Domino's (522-6661), Gino's
(529-2547), Giovanni's (5224134), Little Caesar's (525.
9038), Monty's (525-1251) and
;. ...-...,., Pal?a John's (525-7222) all
·
"-.,,_deliver to Marshall.
Monty's Mondays-only
special-an 18-inch one item
pizza, a 2-liter bottle of soft
drink, and a large bag of chips
for $8.99-is an especially good
buy. Also, Papa John's and
Domino's frequently run
coupons in the Parthenon
offering substantial savings
over the posted prices.
However, for the price of a
fast-food meal, or for jqst a
dollar or two more, you can
sample some of the wonderful
restaurants within walking
distance. One popular style of
res~ant locally is what
migh
called a tavern; they
usually ature a full bar,
various kinds of appetizers

·

(j alapeiio poppers, stuffed
mushrooms), salads, sandwiches, steaks and p as ta
dishes.
The newest addition to this
genre is the 20th Street Bar &
Grille (2010 Third Ave .),
attractively outfitted in dark
wood paneling and fixtures.
Nearby Mycroft's (1947 Third
Ave.), with asimilardecor,has
been a campus standard for
more than fifteen years.
Calamity Cafe (1555 Third
Ave.) offers tavern fare with a
Southwestern flavor; their
Crazy Horse Fries, free with
sandwiches, are actually a kind
of spiral potato chips.
Heritage Station ( 15
H eritage Village, between
Third and Second Aves .) is
located in a 19th Century
railway station. Another
tave rn-type establishtnent
worth a look is Dagwood's (411
Ninth St. Plaza); the huge
burgers ($3.95 to $4.95) and
all sandwiches are served with
steak fries.
Have you ever wanted to visit
Spago, the Beverly Hills
celebrity hangout? A new
restaurant with a Spagoinspired menu (Mediterranean
/California Spa cuisine) called
Brewbaker's (857 Third Ave.)
features a microbrewery and
on-site bakery. While the
elegant, minimalist decor
doesn't resemble Spago, the
prices do so plan accordingly
(SaladeNi~oise, $10.95; White
Bean, Prosciutto, and Pesto
individual pizza, $9.75).
To move from Beverly Hills
to New York, just walk around
the corner to Schlotzsky's Deli
(844 Fourth Ave.), known for
sandwiches on their unusual,
fresh baked buns ($2.99 to
$6.p9).
There are are three Mexican
restaurants within a few steps
of each other. The chain Chi-

Chi's has an outlet at 952
Third Ave. Chili Willi's (841
F ourth Ave .), a Te x-Mex
"cantina" with has a varied
menu. Rio Grande (914 Fourth
Ave .), with a stagge ring
number of dishes, promises
very authentic (and surprisingly mild) Mexican food,
prepared and served by
authentic Mexicans. Try out
your Spanish here.
Jim's Steak and Spaghetti
House (920 Fifth Ave.) has
been serving their secretrecipe spaghetti sauce for six
decades, as well as a variety of
sandwiches ($1.75 to $3.75).
You might get to sit in the
booth President Kennedy u sed
when he ate there.
Chinese food addicts should
inspect the Happy Dragon
(1238 Fourth Ave.) with more
than 150 menu items,
including 28 lunch specials
($3.95) and lunch and dinner
buffets ($4.75 and $6.95
respectively). Hibachi (839
Fourth Ave.) offers Japanese
cuisine, with reservations
recommended.
Finally, while it's not within
walking distance, Dwight's
(601 First Street) is worth
mentioning as it's open 24
hours a day.
Many people stop by here
before calling it a night. In
fact, it's not uncommon to find
it packed at 3 a.m. on the
weekend; of the wide menu,
the most ordered item is the
HuskySteaksandwich($3.50).
Dwight's and Happy Dragon
will deliver with a $10
minimum order.
While these are not the only
restaraunts in Huntington,
they are the majority'ofthose
located within a reasonable
walking distance.
With the variety represented any appetite is sure to
be appeased.

BREAKFAST
SER"ED
24
_HO.URS_

w, sands

Dwight's is just one of the many restaraunts frequented by
Marshall students. Dwight's is one of ttie few area
establishments open 24 hours .
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1010 3rd. Ave.
•697-4211
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Purchase
Any
Pre-Owned

CD for $5

MALL

Special Discount
with MU ID
•Diamonds
•Jewelry
•Watches
•Cameras
•luggage
• Musical Instruments
• P.A. Systems
•TV's and VCR's
•Stereos
•Furniture
• Appliances
•Sporting Goods
•Guns, etc.
• Expert Jewelry &
Watch Repair Service
•Select from new &
pre-owned
merchandise
All fully guaranteed

We Loan Money, Buy, Sell & Love To Trade
Anything of Value•••TV's, CD's, Stereos, etc.
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What's the best way for your business
to reach the Marshall community?
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Our stylists specialize in making
great first impressions. Working
closely with you, we'll design a

•

cut and style that complements

your p~rsonality. Plus
we1II show you how to

~

.
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re-create that look
· with Matrix styling

..

...

products so your

. 1'

first day back at
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MUPD patrols campus to keep students sale
by JENNIFER HALE
managing editor

.

, ,.

and the criminal justice department.
Terry said 45 student volunteers patrol the campus Sunday through ThursMarshall police Captain James E. day from 8 to 11:30 p .m. The students
Terry, assistant director ofpublic safety carry radios and serve as escorts for
does not just write traffic citations and other students, he said.
arrest staggering students.
"It's students helping student s," Terry
"We do it all, or try to. But the m ain said. "The students are the eyes and
thing we do is to protect life and prop- ears of the MUPD."
Program Help
erty h er e on campus," Terry said.
Twenty police officers in cars, golf
"Students can come in and MUPD
carts and on bicycles patrol the Mar- will engrave property with a number
shall campus and anything owned, con- that does not change, such and a drivtrolled or l~ased by the board of trust- ers license number or social security
number or we can engrave an alternate
ees, Terry ~aid.
"Ifthey pay the rent," he said, "we get number like a serial number to k eep
record of it," Terry said.
control."
MUPD o~ficers have the same pow- Bike Registration
The MUPD engraves a serial number
ers as any other law enforcement offion the bicycle, Terry said, and the numcer, Terry said.
The MUPD, with help from other ber is kept on file on computer:
university departments sponsors proThe bicycle police officers are on the
grams for campus safety.
Memorial Student Center plaza the
"It's easier to prevent a crime than to second week of the fall and summer
solve it," Terry said. "That's what we semesters to register bikes, Terry said,
tty to do."
or students may go to the police station
located behind the Welcome Center.
Campus Watch
This program is sponsored by volun- Campus Emergency Phones
Ten emergency phones, or three twoteers in the Student Government Association, Department of Public Safety way voice communication units and

seven push button, stand alone wall
mount units are located str ategically
across campus, Terry said.
"All students have to do is punch it
and an officer will be dispatched," he
said. "They are not to be played with. It
is a crime because it is emergency
equipment. It is against state law to
falsely dispatch that equipment."

''The r esidence halls are manned 24
hours a day," Terry said.
Approximately 30 student assistant
employees, 12 security guards "man
the front desk," h e said.
For more information on these programs or in case of emergency call the
MUPD at 696-HELP (4357).

Number of Occurrences of Selected Crimes
On Campus
Crime
Murder
Rape
Robbery
Aggravated Assault
Burglarly
Motor Vehicle Theft
Larcenies
Liquor Law Violations
Alcohol Related/Others
Drug Abuse Violations
Weapons Possessions

Next to Campus

1993

1994

1993

1994

0

0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
8

0
3

1

0

8
18
47
15

13
8
54
19

2

3

141

152

0

0

19
3

23
7

1

0

Information proviced by the
Marshan Police Deparlment
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~~~Greek Civilization is theme
of fraternity and sorority rush
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by CARRIE HOFFMAN
lifestyle editor

.-:,.

Residence Hall Security

In September, students will
witness a rebirth ofGreek civilization during the fraternity
and sorority formal recruitment period known as rush .
Andy Hermansdorfer, director of student activities and
Greek affaqs, said the theme
behind this fall's rush is "Rebirth o~reek Civilization."
He sa1 reeks would like to
increase
awareness that
fraternity and sorority life fulfills a definite need for students.
''Every year a school in California conducts a survey asking freshmen what their biggest concerns were in college.
Every year the first one was
academics and the second one
was making friends and meeting people. These are the same
concerns at Marshall," Herrnansdorfer said.
He said the Greek system
specifically addresses these top
two needs of students.
"Fraternities and sororities
consistently maintain a higher
G .P .A. than the overall Marshall average. Greeks keep test
files and professor evaluations,
as well as mandatory study
hours. Also, the peer pressure
can help a student 's G.P.A."
Herman sdorfer said rush itself meets the second concern ,
of students.
"The worst thing about going through rush is that you
meet 350 men and 350 women.
It is the easiest way to get to
know people," he said.
Some Greeks say rush is a
way ofbecoming more involved
in other campus activities.
"I was a commuter student.
Greek life helps involvement
in all areas of college life. It
opens the door," Brad Bobersky, Huntington graduate
student and former Sigma Phi
Epsilon president said.

..--

The "Rebirth of Greek Civilization" begins Sept. 9 and continues until Sept. 20 with fraternity rush .
Rush events for fraternities
are determined by the individual chapters.
Men interested in rushing
can sign up in the Office of
Greek Affairs and the office
will filtrate the names to the
fraternities.
Sorotjty rush begins Sept.
12 and continues until Sept.
1!3. It is a weekend rush and·
w.illnotinterferewithstudent's
classes.
Women interested in signing up can stop by a rush:ta ble
in Twin Towers West, Holderby
Hall, Buskirk Hall or the Memorial Students or go to the
Office of Greek Affairs, MSC
2w38.

'' I

MORE MUSIC

was a com-

muter student.
Greek life helps
involvement in all
areas of college
life. It opens the

EVERYDAY

door."
- Brad Bobersky
Huntington graduate
student and former
Sigma Phi Epsilon
president
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FIRST DAY OF RELEASE
12.99 CD 8.69 TP AFTER FIRST DAY

CASSETTE SINGLES
ONLY $2.99

We would like to thank all the students
and staff who contributed articles and
assisted in preparing this special edition
for publication.
Many thanks also go to our advertisers,
whose continued support makes
U & MU possible. We appreciate your
business.

T-SHIRTS • POSTERS .
STICKERS • PATCHES
BODY JEWELRY

DAVIDSON'S MUSIC

907 FOURTH AVENUE - DOWNTOWN HUNTINGTON
OPEN NIGHTLY UNTIL 9 SUNDAY 1TO 6 522-0228
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Wellness Ce.nter offers health and fitness
by WHITNEY BLAKE
reporter

NEVE
HAIR .MISTAKE ...
The Future
of Hair
Design
isat
Hair Wizards
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See yourself In dozens
of styles. In Just minutes
and have a video &
photo made of you in
those styles in just
minutes.
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Marshall University students and stafff are just about
to outgrow the fitness center.
Marshall opened the Wellness Center in April 1995.
The Wellness Center was a
million dollar project for a new
attraction located in Gullickson
Hall.
The Wellness Center consists
of exercise equipment for the
students, faculty and staff.
· The cen ter is open year
r ound, Monday through Thursday, 6:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Marsh a ll students pay an
activity fee which goes toward
the Wellness Center .
During the Spring of 1996,
students have a high attendance at the Wellness Center
averaging 400-500 student s
pe.r day.
Faculty and staff members
range around 70 daily.
Many students have n ever
attended the Wellne~s Center .
The university r equires
everyone to attend an or ientation session that lasts
ususally 45 minutes.
The importance of this
orientation is to learn safety.
Users of the Wellness Center
must learn the proper procedures and precautions of all
equipment and free weight
area.
The other two requirements
by the university is a valid
studentorfacultyidentification
card and a hand towel.
The center offers a variety of
machines for different needs.
For a cardiovascular workout,
the center has tread mills, stair
masters and bicycles.
For those who prefer to power
lift, the center has a free weight
section.
The average American
should work out at least two to
three times per- week, for at
least 30-45 minutes each
session.
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12 Styles 19.95
24 Styles 24.95

Styles, Cuts,
Perms,
Colors,
. Foil,
Highlights

Includes video
and photos
Hair wizards named Best Men's Salon 1994, Best Imaging Service 1994, Best Stylist 1995, Best
Salon for You 1996*
*Herald-Dispatch Best in the Tri-State Readers Awards
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Downtown ·bars offer many Choices
by JENNIFER HALE
managing editor

May I see your ID?
That may be the question
some students hear more than
anyotherintheircollegeyears.
The Huntington Licenses and
Tax Office lists 181 beer
licenses issued to area businesses in 1995. With 12,000
college students looking for
breaks from studying, that is a
lot oflicense-checking.
Here are some of those bars
and what they offer:
The Warehouse
· Located at 1436 Third Ave.,
the club is named for what it is:
a big warehouse. Owner Dirk
Harrison said though it is
mainly a dance clu b, all types
of music are played. The
Warehouse opens at 4 p.m.
weekdays and 8 :30 p.m .
weekends, and patrons must
at least 19-years-old to get
m.
Harrison said his bar draws
in a crowd because oflocation,
size, service, light show, dance
floor, and decor.
Shooter s
Shooters, 1500 Fourth Ave.,
specializes in billiards and
beer. People only have to be 18
',t~enter, but must be 21 to
drink, bartender Rusty Carson
said. The bar has pool tables
and dart boards, but also
volleyball nets and horseshoe
pits in the back, he said.
The bar is open from 11 a.m.
until 3 a.m.
Double Dribble
Kay Stover, owner of the
Double Dribble, 335 Hal Greer
Blvd., said people frequent her
bar not just only because of its
convenient location but for the
wide variety of things to do.
Sh e said t h e bar has ten
televisions, four dart machines,
three = o ltables,. and a
"fooseba "table. The bar offers
nightly s
son food or beer .
Calamity Cafe
"We are differ ent. It is just a
r elaxing atmospher e and just
realcasual here,"KathyYoung,
manager of the Calamity Cafe,
said.
On th e corner at 1555 Third
Ave., this bar and restaurant
caters not just t o students,
Young said, but also to professionals and professors. She said
the Cala mity Cafe serves
southwestern food from 11 a.m.
until 10 p.m. every day, and
drinks during the le gal
bever age hours.
"Open Mik e Nigh t," on e of
the bar's main a ttractions, is
conducted every Wednesday
and everyone is welcome to the
microphone. She said the bar
offers live music every Friday
and Saturday, and occasionally
on Tuesday and Thursday if a
band is passing through the
area. Yo!lng said al!'types of
music can be h eard a t the
Calamity, butmostlyrock,jazz,
blues, or alternative.
Mycroft's
"The atmosphere of the bar
itselfis casual and laid backnot too weird, not too proper.,"
said J odi Seaganes, waitress
and bartender at the popular
restaurant and bar Mycroft's,
1947 Third Ave. "Regulars
come back and we have a prt::~ty
good r apport with them. r:"ney
know th e people that 'lork
her e."
Seaganes said Wedne.;days'

"Mug Night", the only night
with a cover charge, brings th e
biggest crowd for one dollar at
the door. Patrons must be 19 to
enter and 21 to drink, she said.
Mulligan's
This sports bar, located next
door to Mycroft's, at 1941 Third
Ave., is open from 3 p.m. until
2 a.m. o.n weekdays and noon
until 2 a.m. on weekends.
Shawn Fleegle, general
manager, said the bar caters to
the college crowd and sports
fans. Patrons must be 18 to
enter.
"If ther e is a big game, we
tend to fill up," Fleegle said.
"F or Marshall football games
we are packed wall to wall."
The bar offers a wide variety
of music via the CD jukebox.
"We have country, to rock and
Jimmy Buffett, to Tony
Bennett," Fleegle said.
B ogart's Downtown
Located across from the
stadium at 2202 Third Ave.,
Bogarts offers televised sports
events.
Live bands often play in this
barthatalsocont ainsfourpool
tables.
Sliders
Perhaps best known for its
dance floor, Sliders, 1
Manchester Ave. contains a
large outdoor terrace with
tables and chairs.
Wild Dog Saloon
This country music bar has
two floors and a large dance
floor. At 809 Third Ave,, The
WildDogSaloonoffersconcerts
by live countr y ar tists and
bands.
20th Street Bar and Grill
Located across from the
stadium, Twentieth Street Bar
and Grill is owned and operated
by t wo form.er Mar shall
students. The bar offers daily
food.and drink specials.
Gravity
This dance club is located
directly behind Mycroft's. The
music is techno/disco with a
two-story dance floor .
BW-3
Patrons of this bar located
across from th e courth ouse on
FourthAvenue canchoose from
a variety of beers and chick en
wings a nd play trivia against
oth ers in th e bar .

.?e

Jim sands

The Drop Shop,1318 Fourth Ave., doubles as a coffee shop and offers live local and national
bands many nights each week. This photo shows True Ewe, a local band.
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o·o wntown Huntington
609 9th Street Room 504
Huntington,WV 25701
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Huntington's own microbrewery at 1318 Fourth Ave.,
Brewbakers offers sit-down
dining and beer produced in
the restaurant.
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Huntington offers recreation for everyone
by CARRIE HOFFMAN
lifestyle editor

The greater Huntington area
offers a variety of activities for
students wishing to kill time
and not brain cells. From gocarts to outdoor parks, there is
always something to do.
A'ITRACTIONS

Birke Art Gallery
Located in Marshall's Smith
Hall, the Birke Art Gallery
houses a collection of professional and student art. It is
open Monday-Friday 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.,
Saturday 1 to 4 p.m. 696-6760.
Camden Park
The only amusement park in
West Virginia, Camden Park
has more than 30 rides and
offers a trip down the Ohio
River on an authentic
sternwheeler. Country music
artists provide summer long
entertainment. The park is
open until Labor Day, Sunday

-Friday 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. and
Saturday 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
429-4231.
Huntington Museum ofArt
A nationally acclaimed museum, the Huntington Museum of Art features permanent exhibits, nature trails, a
sculpture garden, observatory,
amphitheater, auditorium and
gift shop. The museum also
offers special and temporary
exhibits. It is open Tuesday Saturday l0a.m. to4p.m. and
Sunday 1 to 5 p.m. 529-2701
Museum of Radio & Technology
The largest radio museum
in the Eastern United States,
the Museum of Radio & Technology houses hundreds ofradios from the 1920's to 1950's,
as well as early televisions and
computers. There is a library,
gift shop and recreated 1920's
radio shop. The museum is
open Friday and Saturday 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday 1 to
4 p.m. 453-2915.
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New cor?ics arrive
every Wednesday

Jim Sands

Ritter Park is just one of the many parks in the area. During the spring and summer months,
many students go there to walk the trails, ride bikes or just enjoy the warm weather.

PARKS

CAMPING

Ritter Park
Ritter Park is 70 acres of
paths for walking and jogging,
playgrounds, tennis courts and
various species of trees. 6965977 (tennis information) 6965954 (general information).
Ritter Park Playground and
Rose Garden
Listed as one of the 10 best
playgrounds in America in
"Child" magazine, the playgronnd is located near the 12th
street entrance of Ritter Park.
The Ritter Park Rose Garden is nationally recognized
an noted for its All-America
Rose Selections. It is located
by the McCoy Road side of the
park. 696-5954.
David Harris Riverfront
Park
Located by the Ohio River,
the David Harris Riverfront
Park is a popular spot for boat
races and summertime concerts. It has several walkways,
an amphitheater and a playground. 696-5500
Rotary Park
Rotary Park offers picnic
shelters, trails and an observation tower. It is Huntington's
largest park. 696-5954.

Beech Fork State Park I
Beech Fork Lake
The Beech Fork State Park
and Lake offers low-speed
boating, hunting, fishing, hiking, picnicking and sv.imming.
In addition to a variety of water and outdoor recreation, the
park and lake offers modern
campground facilities and a
dam. 522-0303.
East Lynn Lake and Dam
Camping, boating, fishing
and swimming are all available at East Lynn Lake and
Dam in nearby Wayne County.
849-2355.
Foxfire Camping Resort
The Foxfire Camping Resort
in Milton has camping, miniature golf, a swimming pool, a
water slide, picnic shelters,
paddle boats and hot air balloon rides.
BOWLING

Colonial Lanes
Opened Monday-Thursday
9 a.m. to 11 p.m., Friday and
Saturday 9 a.m. to 3 a.m. and
'Sunday 9 a.m.to midnight.
697-7100.
Imperial Lanes
Summer hours are noon to

YouR SHADE oF CoM1c ENTERTAINMENT

Esquire Country Club
736-1476
Lavalette Golf Club
525-7405
Orchard Hills Golf Course
736-8225
Sugarwood Golf Club
525-6500

University Pharmacy
Melissa Z. Leisure, RPh

·

·

!,t

!I : . $5.·00 on

Any new or transferred prescription
excluding Medicaid.
Not valid with any other offer
Expires 9/17/96
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Doctor's Memorial Building
·1eo1 Sixth Avenue
✓
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The Tri-State Ice Sports

._... '•8:30am-12:30pm, 1pm-Spin

skating rink has sessions Monday - Friday noon to 5 p.m.
•with a 6 to 8 p.m. session on
Monday and Wednesday. There
is a Friday open skate from 8 to
11 p.m. Weekend sessions are
from 1 to 3 p.m . with a 5 to 11
p.m. Saturday session and a 6
to 8 p.m. Sunday session. 697-

!I
Hair
Design

4423.
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MISCELLANEOUS
Johnson's Sporting World
Locat.ed across the bridge in

Regina Scott

Proctorville, Ohio, Johnson's

(304) 696-7267

Hours: Monday-Friday

•

1
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ICE SKATING
Tri-State Ice Skating Rink

r------------------------,
University Pharmacy.

1
I

10 p.m . everyday. Regular
hours are Monday-Saturday 9
a.m. to midnight and Sunday
noon to 10 p.m. 697-2695
GOLF

Welcome Marshall Students

..

Students
can keep busy
when not in
class by taking
acp,antage of
the museums,
parks and
outdoor
activities in the
nearby areas.
Many of the
activties are
free and are
within walking
area of
campus. More
information
can be
obtained by
calling before
you go.

:,

639 Ill AVfl/lMa Hulllllglorl

525-G857

has go-cart racing, miniature

..

golf, a driving range and a ba~
ting cage. Hours are8 a.m. to
midnight seven days a week..

...
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•n Bob Griese's 1996 College Football Yearbook, the Herd has been picked
to win the Southern Conference. The Herd also had seven players on the
yearbook's All-SC team: WR Tim Martin, OL Aaron Ferguson, DL Billy Lyon,
DL B.J. Cohen, LB Jermaine Swafford, CB Melvin Cunningham and K Tim
Open lander.

Herd prepares·for last season in SC
...

Left: Sidney Coles, senior guard/forward from Lewisburg is one of three seniors for the men's
basketball team. Coles has been refered to as one of the best over-all players in the SC because
of his versatility. He may show some more versatility this season, possibly seeing some action
at the point guard position due to the team's loss of Jason Williams. Coles ran the point while
at Memphis University (prior to transfering to Marshall) in a back-court that also featured
Anfernee Hardaway. Above: Larry McCloud (28), Will Edwards (57) and 8.J. Cohen (5) are three
of the 10 returning starters to the football team's defense that was ranked best in the Southern
Conference and led the Herd to it's fourth championship game appearance in the past five
years. The only defensive starter that won't be back is cornerback Jayson Grayson who
graduated.
Brett Hall

by CHRIS JOHNSON
editor

...,.

Change is probably going to
be heard frequentlywhen there
is talk ofThundering Herd athletics this year.
The £~ball team and the
men's ba
ball teams have
new heaa c ches and the
· 1996-97 season will be the last
for the Herd in the Southern
Conference.
Marshall has been a member ofthe SC since 1976. Starting with football in 1997 the
Herd will be part of the MidAmerican Conference and the
football team will move up to
Division I-A status. The other
athletic programs are already
at the I-A level.
The football team is looking
to go out of th e Southern Conference in style, as 16 starters
return.
SC defensive coordinators
are probably.breathing sighs
.of relief due to the graduation
oftheHerd'sChrisParker, who
became the league's all-time
leading rusher last season.
The Herd should have plenty
of offensive firepower r eturn- •
ing with ~nning backs Erik
Thomas and Olandis Gary who
combined for more than 1000
yards rushing in back up duty
to Park er .
Soph om ore quarterb ack
Chad Pennington is also back
and will battle Mark Zban for
the star ting job.
Whoever th e quarterback is,
h e will have a pretty good target in Tim Martin, wh o will
also r eturn kicks for th e He rd .
There is speculation that
Gary and all-conference tight
end J ermaine Wiggins may
transfer .
It may be hard to find a weak-

ness in the Herd's defense as
all but one starter, cornerback
Jayson Grayson is back. The
defense was stingy last season,
allowing only 250 yards and
16 points per game.
The biggest change in the
football team will be in who is
making the decisions on the
sidelines. Bob Pruett takes over
for Jim Donnan who took the
head job at Georgia.
Pruett comes to Marshall
after spending time as Florida's
defensive coordinator. He said
he plans to implement some of
the Gator's wide open style of
play with the Herd.

The men's basketball team
will also have a new man calling the shots as Greg. White
takes over for Billy Donovan
who took the head coaching job
at Florida.
White has lost the services of
Jason Williams and Refilioe
Lethunya but has a solid
nucleus with seniors Keith
Veney, John Brannen and
Sidney Coles.
Sometimes overlooked are
the women athletes at
Marshall. The women's basketball team, softball team and
volleyball team all had successful seasons and will be return-

THEPUB

ing enough players to be suc- 4-17 last year under first year
cessful again.
coach Craig Antush. The baseLast season the volleyball ball team should improve as
team won the SC and made its many ofthe team's young playfirst ever NCAA tournament ers now have a year of experiappearance. The women's bas- ence under their belts.
ketball team made a run at the
The tennis team led by Jen
SC tournament title and lost Mele, the golfteam with highly
on a last second shot. The soft- touted freshman A.J. Riley and
ball team won a .,school record the track teams led by Mark
38 games.
Gochenour and Beth Reck apThe soccer te.am finished 10- pear to be poised to improve
10 last season but also returns this season.
a solid nucleus and wil,1 be playDespite the changes in
ing on anew soccer field that is coaches and the soon-to-be
all grass and is located right move to the MAC, 1996-97 looks
beside the football stadium.
like another eventful year of
The baseball team finished Herd athletics.
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GREAT FOOD
• Baby Back Ribs • Pizza •
• Buffalo Style Chicken Wings •
• Sandwiches •Subs• Salads •
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1996 MODELS NOW IN STOCK!

LIVE '50's & '60's Entertainment

Bianchi, Specialized, Giant
Klein, GT, Mongose,
Haro, Dyno

Featuring the World's
RGEST Video Game

TUNE UP SPECIAL. .......... $24.95

Daytona USA

DISCOUNT for MU students
with valid MU ID

Skee Ball, Redemption Games
& Much, Much More

525-5312

Th~~~ub Family FUN CENTER
2501 5th Avenue, Htgn. • 529-6086

BE HEART SMART, RIDE FOR LIFE!
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623 Hal Greer Blvd.
Huntington, WV 25703
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WMUL~FM 88.1 The
•broadcast voice of
Marshall University
would like tO welcome
new freshmen and
returning students
WMUL PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Monday

Tuesd~y

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC ( 6:00 am - 9:00 am)

Sunday

BLACK
GOSPEL
(6:00 am -12:00 pm)

JAZZ (9:00 am - 2:00 pm)

THE BLUES
REGGAE

(Noon-6 pm)
ALTERNATIVE (2:00 pm - Mid.)
(Progressive Rock & Roll)

~

STOr TEHENGE (Mid. - 3:00 am)

THEROCK

---.......___ _ _ _ _ (Noon - 2:00 am)
(Religious Music)
STREETBEAT (6:00 pm - Mid.)
(Urban Contemporary)

(Heavy Metal)
COMPLETE NEWS & SPORTS REPORTS AT 5:00P.M. LIVE COVERAGE OF
MARSHALL FOOTBALL. MEN'S & WOMEN'S BASKETBALL, MEN'S BASEBALL & WOMEN'S SOFTBALL

REQUEST LINE 304-696-6651

COME AND BE A PART
o), ONE OF THE TOP
RADIO STATIONS IN
THE COUNTRVII

--

Awards

1996
'

West Virginia
AP
Broadcasters

WMUL SPORTS TEAM &
NEWSCENTER 88 TEAM
ON THE AIR
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NO ACTIVITY FEE
NO MINIMUM BALANCE
-NO MONTHLY SERVICE CHARGE!
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Duplicate Style Checks
are Available
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1900 Third Avenue
and
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